Protecting information in a parametrically driven hybrid quantum system
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The transfer and storage of quantum information in a hybrid quantum system, consisting of an
ensemble of atoms or spins interacting with a cavity, is adversely affected by the inhomogeneity
of the spins, which negates the coherent exchange of excitations between the physical components.
Using a full quantum treatment based on variational renormalization group, we show how quantum
information encoded in the states of a parametrically driven hybrid system is strongly protected
against any decoherence that may arise due to the inhomogeneity in the spin-ensemble.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of quantum devices must often accommodate conflicting requirements, ranging from readily interacting qubits for information processing and communication to stable, protected states for storage of information [1]. An important cog in the contemporary
quantum ecosystem that can overcome such conflicts is
a hybrid system [2, 3], where the synergy between different physical systems is achieved by delegating tasks to
components that offer specific advantages. For instance,
while superconducting circuits are amenable for information processing [4], an ensemble of atoms or spins can
offer longer coherence times for storage [5, 6]. Such ensembles can then be coupled to resonators that readily
allow for transfer of information [7–10]. As such, hybrid
systems based on spin-ensembles coupled to microwave
cavities have gained significant traction in quantum information processing [8–13].
A key aspect of working with an ensemble of two-level
atoms or spin-1/2 particles is that the transition frequencies for each particle may not be identical, a feature
known as inhomogeneous broadening. Such broadening
has the detrimental effect of decohering any information
stored or transmitted from the ensemble to a coupled cavity, thus limiting the performance of any information processing protocol [14]. Over the years, several approaches
have been proposed and implemented to overcome the
effect of inhomogeneous broadening. A very natural recourse is the effect of “cavity protection”, whereby the
coupling of the spin-ensemble with the cavity is significantly increased to suppress the decoherence arising due
to the broadening [15–17]. Spin-ensemble based hybrid
systems already offer the advantage of operating in the
strong-coupling regime, due to the enhanced collective
coupling strength of a large number of spins [8–10]. However, increasing this coupling further to suppress decoherence may require operational regimes, such as highQ cavities or increased spin density, which may either
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be difficult to implement or introduce unwanted spin interactions. Other approaches rely on refocusing mechanisms using spin-echo [18] or sophisticated engineering of
the spectral distribution of the ensemble based on either
optimal selection [19], dynamical decoupling [20] or holeburning [21, 22]. While each method has its advantages,
they often rely on complex control protocols or challenging experimental schemes to manipulate the spins, which
may impede the performance of the hybrid system.
In this work, we propose a radically different method
to overcome decoherence due to inhomogeneous broadening – one that does not involve altering the intrinsic
spectral distribution of the spins but focuses on how information is encoded in the hybrid quantum system. In
this approach, the quantum cavity is subjected to a parametric, two-photon drive, which exponentially enhances
the coupling [23, 24] between the states of the cavity in
the squeezed frame and the inhomogeneously broadened
spin-ensemble. Therefore, any information now encoded
in this new cavity frame experiences an implicit cavity
protection effect. A clear advantage here is that by tuning the parametric driving strength, the effective coupling can be increased without resorting to the design of
expensive cavities or the use of a high spin-density ensemble. Such enhancement in coupling has been studied
in other contexts, including ultrastrong coupling between
a few qubits and the cavity [25, 26], creation of entanglement [27, 28], superradiant phase transition [29, 30] and
squeezed lasing [31].
To analyze the decoherence and subsequent cavity protection effect during the temporal evolution of the hybrid
quantum system, we first look at the semiclassical equations of motion for the average photonic and spin excitations [32–34]. However, the study of protection of quantum information encoded in the photonic states requires
a full quantum treatment, which is done using a variational renormalization method that captures the temporal dynamics of a driven-dissipative, spin-ensemble-cavity
based hybrid system [35]. This then allows us to explicitly investigate any potential loss of information or
fidelity of the encoded quantum state.
The paper is arranged in the following way. In Sec. II,
we look at the model that describes the dynamics of the
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FIG. 1. A driven-dissipative hybrid quantum system, with
N spins in an ensemble interacting with a cavity, with a frequency ωc and driven by a parametric, two-photon drive with
frequency ωd and intensity η. The kth spin in the ensemble
has a transition frequency ωk , and the spins and cavity lose
excitations at rates γ and κ, respectively.

hybrid system consisting of an ensemble of spins inside a
cavity under parametric driving. In Sec. III, we derive the
semiclassical equations for the photon and spin excitation
operators and study the transition from weak to strong
coupling regime. For full quantum solutions, we present
the variational renormalization group method for drivendissipative systems in Sec. IV, and show the protection
effect under increasing driving strength. Finally, we end
with a discussion of the main results in Sec. V.
II.

THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

The dynamics of a hybrid quantum system, consisting
of an ensemble of N two-level atoms or spin-1/2 particles
interacting with a quantum cavity, as shown in Fig. (1),
is governed by the Tavis-Cummings model [36]. For a
system subjected to a parametric, two-photon drive with
a frequency ωd , the corresponding Hamiltonian (~ = 1)
under the rotating wave approximation (RWA) is given
by,
N
N
X

1X
z
†
H0 =
∆k σk + ∆c â â +
gk σk− â† + σk+ â
2
k=1
k=1
η 2
†2
− (â + â ),
(1)
2

where the system is in a frame rotating with half the driving frequency, ωd /2. The cavity and the spin transition
frequencies are given by ωc and ωk for k = 1, . . . , N . The
corresponding frequency detunings with respect to ωd /2
are ∆c,k = ωc,k − ωd /2. As usual, â is the photon annihilation operator, {σkz , σk± } are the spin operators given
by the Pauli matrices, gk is the coupling between the k th
spin and the cavity field, and η is the strength of the
parametric drive.
For this study, the fundamental quantity of interest
is the inhomogeneity of the spin ensemble, given by the
distribution of the spin transition frequencies ωk and the

spin-photon coupling gk . The frequency distribution is
taken to be Gaussian (cf. [37, 38]) with a standard deviation or width given by δ. For simplicity, the coupling is
taken to be identical i.e., gk = g, ∀ k,qwhich results in an
√
PN
2
effective coupling strength of Ω =
N g.
k=1 gk =
This demonstrates
an
enhancement
of
the
coupling
by
a
√
factor of N compared to that of a single spin. Hence,
ensembles with a high number of atoms or spins readily
exhibit phenomena related to strong light-matter coupling even when individual particles couple only weakly
to the cavity [9, 10].
Importantly, the effective spin-photon coupling can be
further enhanced by parametrically driving
 the system.

Using the unitary operator U = exp r(a2 − a†2 )/2 ,
where r = 1/2 tanh−1 (η/∆c ) is the squeezing parameter, the cavity states can be transformed to a squeezed
frame. The transformed spin-ensemble-cavity Hamiltonian is then given by Hsq = U H0 U † , such that
N


1 X
∆k σkz + gk er â + â† σk− + σk+
2
k=1


â − â† σk− − σk+ ,
(2)

˜ c â† â +
Hsq = ∆
− gk e−r

˜ c = ∆c / cosh(2r). For large r (i.e., e−r → 0),
where ∆
the Hamiltonian Hsq is nothing but the inhomogeneous
Dicke model or the N -spin Rabi model in the squeezed
frame, but with an exponentially enhanced coupling g̃k =
gk er /2. Moreover, Hsq reduces to the Tavis-Cummings
˜ c − ∆k |  ∆
˜ c + ∆k
model in certain regimes where |∆
˜
and g̃k  ∆c , which ensures that RWA is valid for the
transformed Hamiltonian and the system is not in the
ultra-strong coupling regime [39, 40]. Therefore, the effective spin-cavity coupling in the transformed frame can
be readily controlled simply by changing the parametric
driving strength η.
III.

DYNAMICS IN THE SEMICLASSICAL
REGIME

A key indicator to investigate the protection of information encoded in hybrid quantum systems is to investigate how quickly the average spin excitation or photon
number in the cavity is lost as the system evolves. These
quantities can be readily calculated using semiclassical
equations of motion [32–34]. Now, in addition to inhomogeneity in the ensemble, the spins and the cavity in a
hybrid system are also intrinsically lossy, i.e., they naturally lose coherence with time. Thus, the dynamics of
a hybrid system is best described by a Lindblad master
equation (ME), given by
n

X
dρ
{γh Lσ− [ρ] + γp Lσkz [ρ]}, (3)
= −i[H, ρ] + κLâ [ρ] +
k
dt
k

where ρ is the density matrix of the system and the Lindblad operators are Lx̂ [ρ] = x̂ρx̂† − 12 {x̂† x̂, ρ}. The photon
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FIG. 2. Semiclassical dynamics of an ensemble of spins inside
a cavity. The figures show (a) the time evolution of the average photon number n(t) = | hâisq |2 , for an ensemble with
Gaussian frequency distribution of width δ = 60 MHz, and
squeezing parameter r = 0.0 (red dashed), r = 1.0 (blue dotdashed), and r = 2.0 (black dotted), and (b) the variation in
decay rate ζ with r, for width δ = 60 MHz (red circle), δ = 70
MHz (blue cross), and δ = 80 MHz (black square). The error
bars show the standard deviation between the actual value of
n(t) and those corresponding to the fitted decay rate ζ.

loss rate is κ, the rate of radiative decay and dephasing
of spins is γh and γp . The equations of motion for the
photonic and spin excitations, hâi, hσk− i and hσkz i are
calculated using Eq. (3), for the Hamiltonian H = H0 .
Using the semiclassical approximation for large N i.e.,
hσk− âi ≈ hσk− ihâi, these are given by
X
d hâi
∗
= −(κ + i∆c ) hâi − i
gk hσk− i + iη hâi ,
dt
k

d hσk− i

= −(γh + 2γp + i∆k ) hσk− i + igk hσkz i hâi ,
dt
d hσkz i
∗
= −2γh (1 + hσkz i) + 2igk (hσk− i hâi − hσk+ i hâi),
dt
(4)
∗

∗

where, ha† i = hai and hσk+ i = hσk− i . By solving the
equations above, we study the dynamics of a hybrid system consisting of an inhomogeneous ensemble of N = 104
spins. This ensemble is sufficiently large to use the semiclassical approximation in the stable region [34]. The key
parameters used in the calculation are cavity detuning
∆c = 70 GHz, and the width of the spectral distribution, δ = 50 − 80 MHz. The collective coupling is taken
to be Ω = 40 MHz and the parametric driving strength
η = ∆c tanh(2r), with squeezing parameter r = 0.0 − 2.4.
While the effective spin-cavity coupling can be enhanced
by increasing the driving strength η, care must be taken
to ensure that the dynamics is not driven to the nonlinear regime, where the information is no longer protected.
Hence, the parameters are chosen to be as close to the
˜ c ≈ ∆k and δ, g̃k  ∆
˜ c . MoreRWA as possible, i.e., ∆
over, to better characterize the effect of inhomogeneous
broadening in the semiclassical limit, the photon and spin
losses are taken to be negligible as compared to the coupling and width of the distribution.
Figure 2 captures the dynamics of a hybrid system

under parametric driving. The semiclassical equations
are derived using the Hamiltonian H0 , such that the
average photon number in the squeezed frame is given
n(t) = | hâisq |2 = cosh(2r)| hâi |2 − sinh(2r)<(â2 ), where
r is the squeezing parameter. Similar results are obtained if one instead studies the equations of motion in
the transformed frame by using Hsq . In Fig. 2(a), the
temporal evolution of n(t) is shown for different values
of squeezing parameter r, and a fixed width of the spin
frequency distribution, δ = 60 MHz. It is assumed that
the hybrid system is initialized such that the cavity has
photon number equal to unity i.e., n(0) = 1.
The figure shows that for r = 0, the average photon
number quickly decoheres with time due to the inhomogeneity in the spin ensemble (other sources of dissipation
have been ignored at this point). However, these excitations are sustained for higher values of r, which shows
that boosting the parametric drive leads to a reduced
decay rate and a longer lifetime for the photon. The
rate at which the cavity excitation n(t) is decohering can
be captured by fitting the peaks of the Rabi oscillations
using the relation, n(t) = n(0)e−ζω0 t , where ζ is a dimensionless quantity, and ω0 = 10 MHz is a reference
frequency. So, higher ζ implies faster decoherence of the
photonic excitations in the hybrid quantum system. Figure 2(b) shows the variation of the rate of decay ζ as
a function of squeezing parameter r, for spin ensembles
of different width δ. The plots clearly show that loss of
excitation and decoherence in the system is more severe
for ensembles with more inhomogeneity (larger width δ).
Importantly, parametric drives of increasing intensities,
which give us higher values of r, are able to reduce the
decay rate ζ successfully even for significantly broadened
spin ensembles, thus giving an overall “cavity protection”
effect. In fact, the protection is also observed when the
inhomogeneity is larger than the effective coupling, i.e.,
δ > Ω, albeit in the absence of any other dissipation in
the system.

IV.

PROTECTING INFORMATION IN THE
HYBRID SYSTEM

While semiclassical equations highlight the revival of
macroscopic quantities such as the average photon number in the cavity, to study protection of information encoded in any superposed quantum state, the dynamics of
the full quantum system is necessary. This is a computationally challenging task due to the large Hilbert space
of the spin-ensemble-cavity system. To overcome this,
we use a variational renormalization group method to
study driven-dissipative dynamics [35], which is a tensornetwork method similar to density matrix renormalization group and matrix-product states [41]. The method
employs a time-adaptive approach to temporally evolve
the density matrix ρ of a spin-cavity system of about hundred spins, using the Lindblad ME formalism. To achieve
this, all states ρ and operators Ô are mapped to a higher

4
dimensional space as superkets |ρi and superoperators Ô
i.e., ρ → vec(ρ) = |ρi and Ôρ → (Ô ⊗ I)|ρi = Ô|ρi.
This allows the master equation in Eq. (3) to be mapped
to a Schrödinger like equation, d|ρi/dt = L̃|ρi, in the
superoperator space, where
X
L̃ = −i(H⊗I−I⊗HT )+κL̃â + {γh L̃σ− +γp L̃σkz }, (5)
k

k

and L̃x̂ = x̂ ⊗ x̂∗ − 21 x̂† x̂ ⊗ I − 12 I ⊗ x̂T x̂. At this
point, the variational renormalization has two key parts.
First, finding the renormalized representation for the superket |ρi in a significantly reduced subspace, and second, evolving the initial state |ρi in a time-adaptive
manner. As with most tensor-network methods, the
renormalized space is obtained by eliminating the null
space or those with marginal singular values. The time
evolution is then governed using the Lindblad ME in
Eq. (5), using the transformed Hamiltonian H = Hsq ,
and evolved adaptively for small intervals ∆t, such
P
that |ρ(t + δt)i = eL̃∆t |ρ(t)i. Now, L̃ =
k L̃k , and
the second-order Suzuki-Trotter decomposition helps expand eL̃∆t into a product of single spin-cavity evolution:
eL̃N ∆t eL̃N −1 ∆t . . . eL̃1 ∆t . . . eL̃N −1 ∆t eL̃N ∆t (see Refs. [35,
42]). The computation then follows an iterative sweeping
protocol as used in other time-adaptive tensor-network
methods [43, 44].
For the full quantum dynamics of the hybrid system
using variational renormalization group, we consider an
ensemble of N = 100 spins inside the cavity. For consistency with semiclassical results, we use the same set
of parameters, including the collective coupling strength
Ω = 40 MHz. However, we now consider other dissipative terms, such as the photon loss rate κ = 7 MHz, and
radiative loss and dephasing for spins equal to γh = κ/8
and γp = κ/16, respectively. Due to additional losses,
the spin distribution width δ = 30 MHz is taken to be
slightly smaller than in the semiclassical case. At the
start, the quantum information is encoded in the effective state of the cavity in the squeezed frame, which at
time t = 0 is given by |ψc (0)i. As the dynamics is governed by the Lindblad ME, the cavity state at time t
is given by the density matrix ρc (t). To study the effect of decoherence and protection of information, we
look at two distinct figures of merit, viz. quantum fidelity and the Wigner function. The quantum fidelity
F(t) is taken between the state ρc (t) at t and the initial state encoded in the system |ψc (0)i, i.e., F(t) =
p
hψc (0)|ρc (t)|ψc (t)i. The Wigner function allows us to
study the phase-space properties of the encoded information, which is not
R captured by the fidelity, and is defined
as W (p, q) = π1 e2iqy dyhp − y|ρc (t) |p + yi.
Figure 3 shows the maximal fidelity of the information
encoded in the initial state and the temporally evolving
photon density matrix ρc (t), as well as its quasiprobability distribution in terms of W (p, q). The cavity at t = 0
encodes the superposition state |ψc (0)i = √12 {|1i + |2i},
where |1i and |2i are the Fock states in the transformed

FIG. 3. Dynamics of quantum information encoded in a hybrid system consisting of N = 100 spins inside a cavity. The
width of the frequency distribution is δ = 30 MHz. The plots
in (a) show the evolution of the fidelity F between the effective cavity state at time t and the initial state at t = 0, for
squeezing parameter r = 0.0 (dashed), r = 1.0 (dot-dashed),
and r = 2.0 (dotted). The plot is the best-fit curve that envelopes the maximal fidelity. The other subfigures show the
Wigner function W (p, q) of the initial cavity state in (b), and
the state at t corresponding to maximal fidelity (black triangles in (a)) for parameters (c) r = 0.0 and (d) r = 2.0.

basis. In Fig. 3(a), the plot shows the best-fit envelope
of the maximal fidelity of the density matrix at t with
the initially prepared superposition state that encodes
the information [45]. The decrease in F(t) corresponds
to decoherence or loss of information, as the initially encoded state is no longer accurately accessible. This may
take place due to inhomogeneous broadening, as well as
other losses in the system. However, under increased
parametric driving (higher values of r), the loss of fidelity
is significantly minimized compared to the undriven system, thus highlighting a robust protection effect on the
information encoded in the system. This is also evident
in the phase-space properties of the information stored
in the cavity as shown in Figs. 3(b)-(d), in terms of the
Wigner function of ρc (t). While Fig. 3(b), shows the
W (p, q) for the initially encoded state, Figs. 3(c) and (d)
correspond to density matrices at time t for the undriven
(r = 0) and the parametrically driven (r = 2) system,
respectively. These plots clearly show that the phase coherence is better preserved for higher values of r.
Notably, for r = 0, the maximal fidelity drops below
1/2, which is the probability of randomly guessing the
stored information. However, under parametric driving,
F decoheres at a rate of κ/4 ∗ 10−3 , which is far smaller
than all decoherence rates arising from any inhomogeneity or losses in the system. The lifetime of the quantum
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information stored in the parametrically driven hybrid
system increases by a factor of 103 , as compared to information stored in the photonic states of the bare cavity, thus highlighting the strong protection experienced
by the information stored in the hybrid quantum system.

V.

DISCUSSION

Hybrid quantum systems based on spin ensembles interacting with a cavity are ubiquitous in the design of
quantum computing and communication architecture.
As such, quantum information stored or transferred using these systems needs to be protected from decoherence arising due to inhomogeneity in the system. While
there exist several sophisticated techniques to regain coherence, based on engineering of the spin distribution or
using expensive cavities, the present results show that by
simply using a parametric drive on the hybrid system and
encoding information in the transformed states, an effective protection protocol can be achieved. It is to be noted
that this protocol is significantly different from other applications of squeezed light such as its use for enhanced
precision measurements [46, 47] or encoding information
in continuous variable information processing [48–50].
From an experimental perspective, the use higherorder interactions in hybrid systems can be naturally
adapted in the design of qubits, registers and quantum
memories across a wide range of platforms, ranging from
implementation of parametric driving in superconducting
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